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This workshop has sparked my thinking about the material I teach and made me look for ways to infuse 

nearly everything that I am doing with something that I learned this week. What I’m including here are ideas 

that range from small enhancements to pre-existing lessons, to entire units, to schoolwide moonshot ideas. 

 

Moonshot Idea #1: Field Trip 

My school values outdoor education and class trips as a valuable component to learning and community. 

While the school has several out-of-town trips at the lower and middle-school level, we don’t have anything 

for the upper school apart from an overnight freshman retreat. I would like to speak with my principal, 

academic dean, and head of school about the possibility of a grade-wide field trip to the Delta in the Upper 

School. 

 

The Trip: Three days in the Delta visiting sights along the Blues and Freedom trails, with a particular focus 

on Delta agriculture, music, and civil rights. Sites would include the B. B. King Museum, Fannie Lou Hamer 

Park, Dockery Farms, Mound Bayou, and the sites relevant to the Emmett Till murder. The drive up could 

include videos and music relevant to the visit as well as short lectures on the Delta and its influence. 

 

Rationale: Our Upper School humanities courses concentrate on promoting critical thinking through the 

study of human migration, resistance to oppression, and American government, history, and literature. 

Visiting sites in the Delta would allow students to witness first-hand a region in which all of these forces 

come together in a way that gives a context to nearly every aspect of their humanities education. 

This trip would probably work best for either tenth or eleventh grade students who are either in the middle or 

near the end of their immersion in these concepts. 

 

Moonshot Idea #2: Semester Course in the Delta and Southern Fiction 

A semester-long elective exploring the influence of the Delta in fiction and art, including Delta history, music, 

and literature. Authors like Faulkner, Wright, Hurston, and Welty would comprise the reading list. 

 

Quarter-Long Unit on Migration & the Search for Home 

The second quarter of my ninth-grade curriculum will be dramatically refocused and expanded to include 

material I learned this week.  

 

The quarter begins with a study of the 2010 album The Suburbs by Arcade Fire, which is an album about the 

search for home in an increasingly suburbanized world. During this time, the students research the history of 

their New Orleans neighborhood and reflect upon where they are from and what it means to them. This will 

put them in the right frame of mind to introduce them to the Delta. 

 

Next students read the play A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry. The play is set in a housing project on 

the South Side of Chicago, and the text has several references to the mother living in the South, which leads 

me to use their story as a dramatic telling of what Nicholas Lemann captures in The Promised Land. I would 

like students to be able to understand where the Younger family is and why they make the choices that they 

do by looking into where they come from and what got them to where they are. All of this would give 

students a sense of how the events in the play represent the next step in emancipation for African-Americans. 



It will also encourage students to look at the ways in which the individuals in the play make their own choices 

and are influenced by their environment and their history.  

 

Plans/Activities 

- Background for the play 

o We would begin by coming up with a class definition of The American Dream and a symbol 

to represent that. 

o View excerpts from either The Promised Land documentary or The Road to Chicago 

o We would unpack the Booker T. Washington quote: “education spoiled many a plowhand” 

to discover all its potential meanings 

- Research Projects and Presentations 

o Students would work in pairs to research a different aspect of the Delta and the Great 

Migration and present their findings to the class 

o I would work with the school librarians in creating LibGuides to help students in their 

research 

o Potential topics 

 Jim Crow laws 

 African Liberation/repatriation movements 

 The Delta Blues 

 Chess Records 

 Housing (e.g. Cabrini Green and Robert Taylor Homes) 

 Cotton and sharecropping 

 The International Harvester 

 Chicago Renaissance 

 The Chicago Defender 

 “Blockbusters” and integration 

 The murder of Emmett Till 

 Voter Registration battles 

- Close reading of the play 

- Post-play reflections 

o An essay in which students define and defend what they see as the play’s definition of either 

home or the American Dream. 

o Predicting the family’s future: students get into small groups and talk through what they 

think will happen to the family 

o Viewing excerpts from LaLee’s Kin: The Legacy of Cotton 

 

Single-class lesson enhancements 

- Using the Mississippi Voter Registration Form and Literacy Test in American Literature 

o Ask students to analyze the form and what it asks for 

o Ask students what the purpose of the form is 

o Analyze the rhetoric of the form itself and develop a thesis defining its purpose and the 

strategies it takes to get there 

- “Sail Away” 

o Introduce the American Dream and its paradoxes through the Randy Newman song “Sail 

Away” 

 Use it to contextualize the immigrant and African-American experience 

o Pair it with the scene “There are No Cats in America” from the film An American Tail 



o Ask students to separate the truth from the myths of moving to America and examine who 

created/promoted these myths and why 

- Mississippi Courthouse sign “Obedience to the law is liberty” 

o Use for rhetorical analysis in AP English Language 

 Ask students to define whom the sign is for, what it says, and why it exists 

 Ask students to compare the statement to statements they read the previous year in 

1984. 

- Mojos and Diddley Bos 

o A class party after the AP exam where students make either a mojo or a diddley bo. 

- Emmett Till and Song of Solomon 

o Use more details about the Emmett Till case to help students understand the statement in 

Toni Morrison’s Song of Solomon that “everyone wants a black man’s life.” 

o Ask students to draw parallels to Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown, Eric Garner, and more 

o Ask students why Morrison mentions the Till murder so often in the novel and what bearing 

it might have on the main character’s journey. 

 

Other ideas to consider (pending further reading) 

- Introducing Richard Wright’s Black Boy in the ninth grade curriculum 

- Using Faulkner’s If I Forget Thee, Jerusalem and material about the 1927 flood in my American 

Literature curriculum 

 

 

These plans represent only the beginning of my thinking about the Delta and its relevance to the American 

(and human) experience. As my reading and teaching of material on the Delta develops, I only anticipate that 

I will include more (and more specific) information into my classes. What’s here represents my preliminary 

thoughts and reactions to these six incredible days. 


